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Abstract
Quantumdots (QDs) embedded in photonic nanostructures have in recent years proven to be a very
powerful solid-state platform for quantumoptics experiments. The combination of near-unity
radiative coupling of a singleQD to a photonicmode and the ability to eliminate decoherence
processes imply that an unprecedent light–matter interface can be obtained. As a result, high-
cooperativity photon-emitter quantum interfaces can be constructed opening a path-way to
deterministic photonic quantum gates for quantum-information processing applications. In the
presentmanuscript, I review current state-of-the-art onQDdevices and their applications for
quantum technology. The overarching long-term goal of the researchfield is to construct photonic
quantumnetworks where remote entanglement can be distributed over long distances by photons.

1. Introduction

The ultimate vision of photonic quantum technology is to construct a complex quantumnetwork of stationary
quantumnodes connected by flying photons in a fully quantumway, i.e. quantum entanglementmay become
distributed. Such a newphotonic paradigmwould have novel applications within secure quantum
communication and is proposed as away of scaling up quantum computers. It is popularly referred to as the
‘quantum internet’ [1] and has been rooted in the atomic physics community where an impressive proof-of-
concept elementary two-node quantumnetwork has been achieved [2]. Solid-state alternatives to atomic single-
photon emitters are attractive, since unlike atoms they do not require complex laser cooling and trapping
techniques. On the other hand solid-state systems are often considered to be ‘noisy’ in the sense thatmany
potential decoherence processesmay deteriorate quantumproperties. Remarkably, self-assembled quantum
dots (QDs) emitting single photons in the optical domain, notably InGaAsQDs embedded inGaAs
semiconductors, havematured dramatically within the last few years. By systematically studying and combating
the relevant decoherence processes [3] impressive coherence has been demonstrated including near-perfect
single-photon indistinguishability (above 98%) of two subsequently emitted photons [4, 5] and transform-
limited emission lines [6]. Combinedwith the ability to dramatically enhance light–matter interaction in
photonic nanostructures [7], this enables near-deterministic single-photon sources with an internal collection
efficiency exceeding 98% [8]. Thismajor progress entails thatQD single-photon sources are now gradually
outperforming the traditional approaches based on atoms or spontaneous parametric down-conversion. QD
sources benefit from fast operation speeds, excellent stability and brightness, as well as the potential scalability to
multiple single photons and emitters. Notably, a number of impressive experiments have recently been
implementedwithQDs that have not been accomplished on other platforms. They include the experimental
demonstration of a deterministic entangled cluster state of strings of photons [9], boson samplingwith so far five
photons [10], the detection of squeezed light correlations in resonance fluorescence [11], and the demonstration
of an on-demand entangled photon sourcewith higher than 90% fidelity [12]. Time is now to build on these and
other achievements in order to scaleQDphotonic quantum technology and construct large and complex
quantumarchitectures for quantum-information processing applications.

The presentmanuscript reviews the current state-of-the-art on quantumphotonics based onQDphoton
emitters towards the overarching goal of constructing photonic quantumnetworks. At present, a number of
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basic functionalities have been successfully demonstratedwith generally impressive performance. Thesemay
constitute fundamental building blocks of photonic quantumnetworks. In that sense a currentmajor challenge
for theoretical quantumphysicist is to develop resource efficient architectures tailored to the specific quantum
hardware available, i.e., addressing how the basic ‘puzzle pieces’ can be combined. Figure 1 illustrates the ‘puzzle
pieces’ already being developed for theQDplatform, and that will be considered here. They include single-
photon sources, single-photon nonlinearity, photonic circuitry, efficient-coupling to opticalfibers, on-chip
single-photon detectors, andmulti-emitter coupling.

QDs enable two different types of quantum resources: theymay be employed as a source of single photons or
alternatively a single spin trapped in aQDmay bemanipulated as a qubit. Figure 2 illustrates these two
approaches. In the former case a single electron–hole pair is created in aQDby either optical excitation or by
controllably tunneling carriers into theQDwith the application of an electric field. The electron–hole pair
subsequently recombines whereby a single photon is emitted by spontaneous emissionwithin a lifetime of
typically 1 ns for aQD in a bulkmedium. In the latter approach a single carrier (electron or hole) is prepared in
theQDby tunneling. The carrier spin is coupled to light since a photonmay subsequently be absorbed by the
QDcreating a negatively (positively) charged exciton for the case of an initial electron (hole). Depending on the
operational condition, the spinmay have a coherence time of up to 1μs (for holes) [13, 14], whichmeans that in
principlemany quantumoperations can be carried outwith fast optical control techniques before decoherence
sets in. For some quantum-information applications, however, longer spin coherence times are required, e.g., in
matter based quantum-repeater architectures. To this end, theQDplatformmust be interfacedwith long-lived
quantummemories based on, e.g., defect centers in diamond or atomic ensembles [15]. Such hybrid quantum
network architectures are outside the scope of the present Review.

2. Single-photon sources

AQDefficiently coupled to a nanophotonic cavity orwaveguide offers a promising route towards a
deterministic single-photon source. Early pioneering work showed that Purcell enhancement in an optical
cavitymay be employed to both improve brightness and coherence of the source [16]. Ideally a useful single-
photon source emits an optical pulse containing a single photon in a useful opticalmode (e.g., into an optical
fiber) every time theQD is triggered by either an optical or electrical pulse. Furthermore,most applications in
quantum-information processing require that the emitted photons are fully coherent, which entails that
decoherence processes occurring on a time scale of the radiative decay of theQDmust be eliminated. Thus, three
majorfigures-of-merit need to be optimized: (i) the single-photon purity, (ii) the single-photon coupling
efficiency, and (iii) the indistinguishability of the emitted photons.

Figure 1. Illustration of basic functionalities that can be implementedwithQDs and photonic nanostructures. Left panel: efficient
outcoupling taper sections fromphotonic nanostructures to opticalfibers can be engineered to obtain highly efficient outcoupling of
single photons. Center panel: a singleQD in a nanophotonic waveguide or cavity can be used as a highly efficient and coherent source
of single photons. Two sources are shown in order to illustrate the potential scalability of the approach. Right panel: a singleQD
efficiently coupled to awaveguidemay be employed as a single-photon nonlinearity (upper left), complex photonic circuitsmay be
constructed on a photonic chip for quantumprocessing of photons (upper right), single-photon superconducting detectorsmay be
implemented on-chip for highly efficient detection (lower right), andmultipleQDsmay be coupled by engineering the dipole–dipole
interaction in a nanophotonic waveguide. The figure is a courtesy of SahandMahmoodian.
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Re (i): The discrete level structure of self-assembledQDs havingwidely separated optical transitions implies
that they are capable of emitting high-purity single photons [17]. This is gauged in aHanbury Brown–Twiss
correlation experiment by recording themulti-photon emission probability. By using samples with a lowQD
density and implementing (quasi)-resonant excitation to selectively excite only a singleQD, excellent single-
photon purity can be obtained at the level of g 0 0.1%2 ( )( ) , see figure 3.

Re (ii): The overall coupling efficiency determines the brightness of the single-photon source and is
comprised of several factors [7]: the excitation and single-photon emission probability of theQD, the efficiency
withwhich the emitted photons are channeled to a singlemode (theβ-factor), and the transfer efficiency to a
low-loss propagatingmode, e.g., an opticalfiber. Significant progress has been reported on all three engineering
tasks: resonantπ-pulse excitation allows deterministically preparing a single exciton in aQD [18] and electrically
gated structures eliminate blinking between different exciton complexes [19]. EmbeddingQDs in photonic
nanostructures allows reaching a near-unityβ-factor, which has been obtained in nanophotonicwaveguides
[8, 20] and cavities [4]. Finally, a variety of approaches and designs can be implemented for transferring the
collected photons to an opticalfiber using, e.g., tailored gratings for coupling light guided on planar structures
vertically off the chip, or waveguide taper sections designed to couple directly to a fiber either by direct or
evanescent coupling [21, 22].With such an approach single photons have been transferred from a high refractive
index (GaAs)nanophotonic waveguide and into an opticalfiberwith an efficiency exceeding 80% [23], see
figure 3.

Re (iii): The indistinguishability of an emitted photon is determined by the amount of decoherence taking
placewithin the emitter decay time.With a typical decay time of nanoseconds, the primary decoherence source
is coupling of theQD to phonons and potentially photon jitter induced by relaxation processes originating from
non-resonant excitation schemes [24]. The lattermay be overcome by strict resonant excitation. Phonon
interactions at the contrary are unavoidable and lead to two effects: wide phonon sidebands and residual
broadening of the zero-phonon line. The former contribution (containing typically about 10%of the the total
emission at low temperatures [7]) can readily befiltered away either by an external filter thereby reducing the
overall efficiency ormore favorably by implementing narrow-band Purcell enhancement. Hence the broadening
of the zero-phonon line remains the fundamental decoherencemechanism. An in-depth theoretical study of this
process including the role of the dimensionality of the photonic nanostructure can be found in [25]. Importantly
a clear route to indistinguishable photonswith near-unity visibility can be laid out, which has also been
confirmed experimentally [4, 5, 26].

The previous discussion illustrates thatQDs are capable of producing a truly on-demand source of single
photons by implementing, in a single device, the functionalities demonstrated so far only in different
experiments. It is likely that such a sourcewill be developed experimentally soon. In particular, it is remarkable
that decoherence processes can be overcome in a solid-state system to such an extent that near-unity
indistinguishability between subsequently emitted photons from the sameQD can be obtained. Next step is to
convert a singleQD source generating photons as ‘pearls on a string’ into a de-multiplexed source delivering
many identical single photons simultaneously in individualmodes. Such a source can be constructed by
cascading electro-optical switches and coupling the photons into different opticalfibers in order to overcome
the time delay between subsequently emitted photons, seefigure 4. To this end, the demonstration of near-
transform-limitedQDemission lines [6] has the remarkable consequence that a singleQD can emit thousands
of indistinguishable photons thereby providing a huge quantum resource. Indeed recent demonstration of
indistinguishability exceeding 90%between two photons separated bymore than 1000 emission events has
proven this explicitly [27].

Figure 2.Photon and spin qubits generatedwithQDs. The light gray areas illustrate the regions of InAs embedded in dark grayGaAs
regions thereby creating an energy well potential for both electrons and holes. (a)An electron–hole pair trapped in theQDmay
recombine by emitting a single photon. (b)A single electron (or hole) trapped in theQDconstitutes a spin qubit (orange arrow) that
may bemanipulated by opticalmethods.
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3. Integrated quantumphotonics

As detailed in the previous section, currently themost reliable approach to generatemultiple single photons
utilizes a single integratedQD sourcewhere the photons are coupled off-chip to an optical fiber, and highly-
efficient bulk optical components implemented for switching and routing, see figure 4(a). Nonetheless, the
potential benefits of integrating functionalities on-chip aremany in terms of stability, ease of operation, low loss,
and speed [28]. Figure 4(b) shows an architecture for an integrated de-multiplexed source of single photons
based on a singleQD in a planar nanophotonic waveguide platform. To implement this scheme requires the
development of high-efficiency and fast switches, andmulti-port waveguide-fiber interfaces. The former
requires the development of new devices and functionalities on-chipwhere so-far themost common approach
for reconfigurable circuitry has been the application of thermo-optic phase shifters [29]. De-multiplexing
requires fast switches, and two promising approaches include electro-opticalmodulation implemented directly
in the hostmaterial of theQD (i.e. GaAs) [30, 31] or electro-mechanical coupling.

The crucial parameter determining the size of the photonic resource that can be generatedwith a de-
multiplexed single-photon source is the overall efficiency, including switching, propagation, and coupling
efficiencies. Consequently the rate ofN-photon generation is R R NN

N
pump h= ´ , where η is the overall

Figure 3.Purity, indistinguishability, and out-coupling efficiency ofQD single-photon sources. Left column: examples ofHBT and
Hong–Ou–Mandel (HOM) indistinguishabilitymeasurements by implementing resonant excitation on aQD in amicropillar cavity
(upperfigure shows the cavity structure). g 0 0.0092 =( )( ) and a single-photon indistinguishability of 96.4% is extracted from the two
sets of data. Figures reproduced from [5]. Right column: examples of devicesmade for out-coupling single photon from aQD in a
planar nanophotonicwaveguide to anopticalfiberwith high efficiency by tailored evanescent coupling. The upper panel is reproduced
from [21]. Lower panel: application of thismethod to couple out single photons fromhighβ-factor nanophotonic waveguides, i.e.,
nanobeamwaveguides and photonic-crystal waveguides. By recording the reflection and transmission spectrumof the device, a chip-
to-fiber coupling efficiency of 80%> is obtained. Data reproduced from [23].
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transmission efficiency from the source to thefiber and Rpump is the repetition rate of the excitation laser.
Exemplarily considering 50%h = and R 80 MHzpump = (corresponding to the repetition rate of a Ti:Sapph.
laser) corresponds to a 10-photon generation rate of R 8 kHz,10 ~ which illustrates the promising prospects of
this approachwhile posing clear benchmarks for the efficiency of the applied switching and coupling
technology.

Integrating ade-multiplexed source ona chip is one immediate goal. Towards this goal on-chipbeamplitters [32]
and switches [31]havebeendemonstrated.Another important task is todevelop complex integrated tunable
photonic circuits that canprocess the generated single photons leading to applications for quantumsimulations [33].
Current state-of-the-art of this technology is a six-mode reprogrammable circuit capable of implementinguniversal
high-fidelity quantumgates [29]. Considerable effort is directed to the scalingof these circuits inworking towards a
fully integrated systemwherephoton source andprocessing circuitwouldbe implementedona single photonic chip.
However, implementingon-chip the relatively longoptical delays (typically tens of nanoseconds) required to interfere
subsequently emittedphotons, poses a challenge for this approach in requiring slow-light optical buffers.
Consequently at present it seemsmost realistic to consider approachesbasedon two separate chips, connectedby
opticalfibers,where one chip constitutes the source and theother chip the quantumprocessor.

The operationwavelength of a quantumphotonics processor is an essential parameter. The preferred
operationwavelength is within the telecomC-band 1.55 mm( ), where advanced high-performance optical
components andfiber technology developed for telecom industry are present. The natural emissionwavelength
of self-assembled high qualityQDs is around 950 nm andwhile significant efforts are taken to developQDs in
the telecombands as well [34, 35] the excellent performance in terms of coherence and efficiency required for
quantum technology has not yet been achieved. An alternative approach employs frequency down-conversion
of single photons from the near-infrared to the telecomband.Noise free conversion of single photons from a
QDwith an efficiency exceeding 30% has been demonstrated [36], which could be further increased by
improving the in- and out-coupling efficiency through the nonlinear conversion crystal. The two-chip approach
alluded to above has the asset that the frequency conversion step could naturally be incorporated in between the
source chip and the processing chip. Furthermore, implementing frequency conversion ofQDphotons also has
another advantage, since it provides away of overcoming spectral inhomogeneities of photons emitted by
differentQDs by transducing them to the samewavelength in theC-bandwith the implementation of a tunable
pump laser. This could prove a powerful way of scaling upQD systems to couplemultiple emitter qubits (e.g.,
spins) in addition to themultiple photon qubits already considered.

Finally, another interesting opportunity is to drive theQD single-photon sources electrically, which has been
implemented recently in photonic nanostructures [37]. Obviously the ability to efficiently detect optical photons
is amain requirement as well. Very significant progress has been obtained in recent years with the development
of superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors [38], where the single-photon detection efficiency today
approaches 100% and the speed is compatible withQD sources. Importantly these detectors can naturally be
integrated on the planarGaAs platform containingQDs [39], whichmeans that photon source, circuit, and
detection could potentially be integrated on a single chip, whichmay pave theway to ultimately low-loss
photonic quantumnodes.

4. Single-photon nonlinearity

The previous sections concerned the generation of single photons and their subsequent quantum interference in
photonic circuits.Many quantum-information applications of photons require generating photon–photon

Figure 4. Illustrations of schemes for de-multiplexing a single-photon source. (a) a five-photon source obtained by cascading four
Pockels cells (PCs) and polarizing beamsplitters to couple subsequently emitted photons from theQD into different opticalfibers with
different delay lengths. This de-multiplexed source is applied for proof-of-concept boson sampling. Figure reproduced from [10]. (b)
Architecture of an integrated de-multiplexed source based on aQD coupledwith high efficiency to a photonic-crystal waveguide. The
emitted photons are transferred to dielectric waveguides and subsequently routed by electrical switches and coupled off-chip to
different fiber delays in order to compensate for the time delay in-between photons. The figure is a courtesy of LeonardoMidolo.
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interactions. Generally photons interact weaklymeaning that standard nonlinearities are typically tooweak to be
operational at the level of single photons.However, the efficient coupling of singleQDs to photonic
nanostructures imply that such a systemmay be exploited tomediate a giant nonlinear response operational at
the level of single photons. Two different approaches can be taken to reach a giant nonlinearity with aQD
or any other quantum emitter: theQDcan be strongly coupled to a cavity and the nonlinearity of the
Jaynes–Cummings ladder exploited [40, 41], or aQDvery efficiently coupled to a single opticalmode in a cavity
[42, 43] orwaveguide [44]may be used as a saturable nonlinearity. The latter approach is beneficial for ease of
operation, since it is less sensitive to the exact tuning of thewavelength of theQD. Furthermore, the saturable
QDnonlinearity generally can be operated at aweaker incident photon flux [44]. The key operational principle
of theQDnonlinearity is as follows: a narrow-band pulse containing a single photon is reflected fromaQD in a
waveguide due to destructive interference of forward scattering and the incoming field. The efficient coupling
(highβ-factor) and coherent interaction, which can be achievedwithQDs, implies that the interaction between
the photon and theQD is deterministic. Since a two-level emitter can only scatter one photon at a time, two
photons have an increased probability to be transmitted past theQD leading to a photon sorting process. From
an experimental point of view this type of nonlinearity is attractive since no active control over the quantum state
of theQD is required, i.e., theQD ismerely exploited as a passive scatterer. On the other hand, the photon
sorting is not ideal even for a perfect coupling efficiency. This implies that while a single-photon component of a
pulsemay be deterministically reflected, two- and higher-photon components are only partially transmitted and
in this process entanglement is generated between the two photons [45]. One approach of overcoming this
limitation and obtain deterministic photon sorting has been suggested by combining theQDnonlinearity with a
nonlinear spatio-temporalmode selector [46]. Such an approachmay be applied for constructing a resource-
efficient Bell-state analyzer [45, 46], see section 7. It should bementioned that having a three-level emitter with
coherent control of the level populations in thewaveguide opens a range of additional opportunities. Such level
schemes can be implementedwith chargedQDs, see the description in the next section.One exciting proposal is
that of a photonic transistor controlled by only a single photon [47].

5. Spin-photon interfaces

Introducing a single spin in aQD leads to a range of additional opportunities. It grants access to two separate
ground states (spin up or down) that can be exploited as a quantummemory to encode a qubit. Either single
holes or electrons can be employed andmay be deterministically prepared by controlling the tunnel barriers in
electrically contacted semiconductor structures. Various level structures can be implemented by the use of
Zeeman tuningwith amagnetic field, and spin initialization,manipulation, and read-out can be achieved
rapidly with short optical pulses (typically in the nanosecond range), see [19] for a detailed review of the physics
of single spins inQDs. The spin lifetime can be in the range ofmilliseconds or longer in a largemagnetic field,
which is determined by phonon-mediated spin relaxation processes. However, in quantumapplications the
coherence time of the spin is the essential parameter. A coherence time of up toT 460 ns2* > has been reported
for hole spins that has the advantage compared to electrons that they do not suffer from the Fermi contact
hyperfine interactionwith nuclear spins [14]. Importantly the spin coherence time can be several orders of
magnitude longer than the spinmanipulation time, whichmeans thatmultiple quantum gate operations could
be implementedwithin the spin coherence time. Unravelling spin decoherencemechanisms inQDs is a research
topic in itself and is outside the scope of the present review. For a thorough discussion, see [19, 48]. It is
anticipated that further research efforts will enable increasing the spin coherence time further. Nonetheless, it
seems unlikely that it will be possible to extend the coherence time bymany orders ofmagnitude in presentQD
systems. In particular, long-range quantum repeater protocols would requiremillisecond range quantum
memories. This entails a hybrid approachwhere the single photons generated byQDs are interfacedwith long-
lived quantummemories, e.g., vacancy centers in diamond [49], ions [50], or potentiallymechanical systems.

Considering a charged exciton in an externalmagnetic field, various four-level emitter schemes can be
engineeredwith two ground states corresponding to either (pseudo) spin up or downof the electron (hole). The
recombination of a charged exciton leads to the emission of polarized photons, where the polarization of the
photon is correlatedwith the resulting spin state. In this way entanglement between theQD spin and the
polarization of the emitted photon can be generated [13, 51]where in general hyper-entanglement between spin,
polarization, and frequency is obtained. Subsequently the information in one of the variables can be erased to
create a Bell state. This has been the resource enabling quantum teleportation between a single photon and a
solid-state spin [52]. A further extension of this experiment was the demonstration of heralded entanglement
between two spatially separate hole spins inQDs [53], seefigure 5 for the experimental layout.

Another possibility is to coupleQD spins directly to photon path by exploiting the concept of chiral light–
matter interaction [54]. By tailoring the local electric field in a nanophotonic waveguide tomatch the in-plane
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circular dipolemoment of one of the charged exciton transitions, it is possible to induce deterministic
directional photon emission [55], i.e. s transitions emit in different directions. This effect was used to
demonstrate an interface betweenQD spin and the photon path [56]. Based on this functionality a photonic
quantumnetwork architecturewas put forward and its feasibility evaluated forQDs in nanophotonic
waveguides [57], see figure 5.

6. Coupling ofmultipleQDs

Wehave seen in previous sections how a singleQDdeterministically coupled to a single opticalmodemay be
exploited as a source ofmultiple photonic qubits potentially generating a large quantum resource. It is natural to
consider the option of scaling further up by couplingmultipleQDs. This is generally a demanding task, as it is
the case for any solid-state optical emitter, since inhomogeneous broadening of aQDensemble (typically at the
level of THz, which should be compared to the sub-GHz homogenous linewidth of aQD) implies that
significant spectralmismatchwould need to be overcome. Various tuningmethods ofQDs have been
implemented including electric-field tuning [58] and strain tuning [59] that needs to be implemented locally to
each individualQD. Eventually not only the central emission frequency of the different emittersmust be
controlled, but the complete photon pulses need to bematched in order to faithfully couplemultipleQDs. An
important figure-of-merit of the success is gauged in a quantum-interference experiment between two separate
QD single-photon sources, where an interference visibility of 93% has been reported in aweak-excitation
regime [60], which is a highly encouragin result for this approach.

Given the ability to radiatively couple two ormoreQDs, a photonic nanostructure can be constructed to
enhance and tailor the coupling.MultipleQDs coupled by dipole–dipole interaction lead to the formation of
collective quantum states that can have sub- or super-radiant character. In photonic nanostructures, the
dipole–dipole interaction can be significantly extended beyond the behavior found in a homogenous (3D)
medium,where the coupling falls off rapidly with distance d (scales as d .3- ) In a 1Dwaveguide with radiative
coupling to thewaveguide as the dominating process, dipole–dipole interactionmay be infinitely extended, i.e.
in practice it is limited by the absorption or scattering loss of the guidedmode. Controlling the distance between
multiple emitters enables the switching between sub- and super-radiant behavior. Apart from the fundamental
interest, the long-range dipole–dipole couplingmay be exploited to construct quantumgates between stationary
qubits [61]. Introducing chiral coupling opens new opportunities by the ability to engineer the directional
coupling between emitters. Thismay lead to novel opportunities for quantum simulators and for entering new
regimes of coupled photons and emitters. For instance directional coupling has been found to lead to the
formation of quantumdimers in the steady state of the system [62]. Another approach to scaling tomultiple
emitters exploits tunnel coupling betweenQDs grown in closemutual vicinity.With such an approach advanced

Figure 5. Left panel: experimental setup employed for the generation of remote entanglement between twoQDhole spins in two
different cryostats separated by 5 m. Figure reproduced from [53]. Right panel: architecture of a photonic quantumnetwork based on
chiral photon-emitter elements (a) embedded in on-chip interferometers constituting fundamental quantumnodes (b). The quantum
nodes are linked together by photons for remote entanglement distribution (c). Figure reproduced from [57].
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level structures can be engineered in theseQDmolecules where it has been demonstrated that the spin coherence
time can be significantly extended [63].

7.Quantumnetwork architectures

Wehave reviewed various basic quantum functionalities and hardware that can be implementedwith the use of
QDs embedded inmodern nanophotonic structures. It is a pertinent task, to consider what applications and
actual architectures can be implementedwith these quantum resources and how tomake themmost resource
efficient. This section briefly highlights some of the opportunities and future directions. A general observation,
as discussed in detail above, is thatQD systems can generatemany single-photon qubits, while the scaling up to
manymatter qubits is expected to bemuchmore challenging. It is important to have these general guidelines in
mindwhen designing resource efficient quantumnetwork architectures that is tailored to the quantum
hardware based onQDs.

As discussed in the present Review,QDs in nanophotonic structures are verywell suited for generating
highly coherent single photons on demand at a high repetition rate. Such a source can generate thousands of
indistinguishable photons [27] that if efficiently routed could be an important photonic resource for quantum
simulations [33]. Furthermore, recent developments on how to efficiently fuse photonic qubits with linear
optics have the renewed excitement on how to construct single-photon based quantum computing [64].

Introducing a single-photon nonlinearity to the toolbox opens for a range of additional possibilities. The
most simple case is that of a two-level emitter, and here distortion of the optical pulses associatedwith photon-
photon bound state contributions has been interpreted as essentially a ‘no-go theorem’ for quantum
computation [65]. Onework around, however, has been identifiedwhere the pulse distortion is actually
exploited such that one- and two-photon pulses are scattered into orthogonal spectral-temporalmodes that can
subsequently be separated, e.g., by nonlinear frequency conversion [46].With such a functionality all path-
encoded photonic Bell states can be deterministicallymeasured exploiting only four nonlinear interaction
processes, linear optics, and photon detection, see figure 6. Based on a Bell-state analyzer, quantum computing
can in principle be implemented by teleportation based gates and linear optical quantum computing [66].
Alternatively, a photonic CZ gate can be directly based on the two-level emitter nonlinearity. However, in this
case the pulse distortion introduced by photon scattering has to be undone by scattering an additional time on
the emitter. However, since this scattering process is not time symmetric the photon pulse would need to be
reverted in time in between the two scattering process. Such a time reversal of the photon pulses could in
principle be obtained by storing, reverting, and releasing photon pulses in a gradient-echo quantummemory.

Having access to a 3-levelΛ-schemewith two stable ground states leads tomanymore opportunities since
now the emitter can store a qubit for extended times. Coherent control of the qubit state enables implementing a

Figure 6. Illustration of a deterministic Bell-state analyzer based on single-photon nonlinearity, frequency conversion, and linear
optics. Upper plot: a deterministic two-level scattering (TLS) process induced, e.g., in a nanophotonic waveguidemay be operated
such that one and two photons are scattered to orthogonal spatio-temporalmodes. The twomodes can subsequently be selected by
implementing active filtering, e.g. nonlinear sum-frequency generation (SFG)where the spatio-temporalmode of the classical pump
ismatched to, e.g., the one-photon component of the scattered light. Consequently, only the single-photon component is frequency
converted and can be separated from the two-photon component by a dichroic splitter. Lower plot: optical circuit containing four
photon-sorting elements that is capable of determining all four path-encoded Bell states by photon coincidence detection. Figure
reproduced from [46].
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Duan-Kimble CNOT gate for photonswhere two subsequently interacting photons are entangled by their
successive interactionwith the same emitter [67]. Another related approach employs single-photon Raman
interaction to deterministically swap the quantum state of the emitter and a photon [68, 69]. A full architecture
of a quantumnetwork based onQDs chirally coupled to nanophotonic waveguides has been put forward in [57],
see figure 5.Here the very large cooperativity obtainable withQDs leads to a gatefidelity approaching unity for
experimentally realistic parameters.

Another highly exciting direction is to exploit a singleQD efficiently coupled to a nanophotonic waveguide
to directly produce entangled photons. To this end, Lindner andRudolph have put forward the proposal of a
photonic ‘cluster statemachine gun’ based on aQD that could potentially producing long strings of photons in
an entangled cluster state [70]. In this proposal, a singleQD spin is brought into a superposition state of up and
down and optically excited to a superposition of charged exciton states. Subsequently theQDdecays by
spontaneous emission of a single photon thereby creating an entangled state between the polarization of the
emitted photon and the spin state. The excitation-emission process can be repeatedmultiple times inwhich case
a largeGHZphotonic state is generated. If 2p rotations on theQD spin are carried out in-between photon
emissions, an entangled photonic cluster state is created. AQDembedded in a nanophotonic waveguide could
potentially serve as a source of large 1D cluster states, where the cluster size is determined by the number of
emission events (determined by theQD lifetime that is typically 100 ps~ in a nanophotonic structure) and the
coherence time of the spin (up to sm~ ). A pioneering experiment of photonic cluster state generationwith aQD
source has recently been reported [9], which validates the approach.

Cluster states have attracted a lot of attention since it was realized that they enable universal quantum
computing. The general philosophy behind such one-way quantum computing architectures [71] is that a large
scale entangled state is generated ‘up front’ and computation carried out by single-qubit operations induced by
measurements. Importantly, quantum computing requires access to 2Dphotonic cluster states as opposed to the
1D cluster states considered above. Several proposals of how to achieve this withQDs have been put forward.
One approach is to optically couple twoQDs [72], which requires local tuning of the twoQDs intomutual
resonance. An alternative proposal has been put forward based on a single quantum emitter, where the emitted
photons are controllably coupled back to interact with the emitter and through this process generates the 2D
cluster [73]. Such a ‘one-emitter quantum-computer architecture’ is almost ideally suited for implementation
based onQDs in nanophotonic structures. Another exciting potential applications of photonic cluster states
would be in quantum repeater protocols without the necessity of amatter-based quantummemory [74, 75].
Such an approachwould potentially overcome themain bottleneck of theQDbased platform for quantum
networks resulting from the relatively short-lived quantummemory offered by theQD spin.

8. Conclusions

QDs in photonic nanostructures constitute an unprecedent photon-emitter interface at optical frequencies. The
recent significant progress implies that advanced quantum-information processing protocols nowbecome
within experimental reach in the overall quest towards constructing photonic quantumnetworks. Such a
distributed photonic quantumnetworkwould open new avenues for secure quantum communication and
ultimately provide away of scaling up quantum computers. It is currently an exciting and timely research topic
to identify how the emerging quantumhardware canmost efficiently be ‘put to use’ by laying out realistic and
resource efficient quantumnetwork architectures. Such a research programme requests a close interplay
between theory and experiment in a continuous effort on how to exploit newquantum technology.
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